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1. thermal irons

2. ridge curls

3. off base curls

4. spiral curl

5. full base curls

A. thermal curls placed completely off their base, offering only

slight lift or volume

B. method of curling the hair by winding a strand around the

rod

C. pin curls placed immediately behind or below a ridge to

form a wave

D. implements made of quality steel that are used for to curl dry

hair

E. Thermal curls that sit in the center of their base; strong curls

with full volume

5 Written questions

1. pin curls that produce even, smooth waves and uniform curls

2. the point where curls of opposite directions meet, forming a recessed area

3. also known as ruffing; technique used to build a soft cushion or to mesh two or more curl patterns together for a uniform and

smooth comb out

4. also known as mousse; a light airy, whipped styling product that resembles shaving foam and builds moderate body and volume

into the hair

5. technique of drying and styling damp hair in a single operation

5 Matching questions

5 Multiple choice questions

NAME
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1. curl placed directly on its base; produces a tight, firm, long lasting curl and allows minimum mobility
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

2. a technique used to keep curly hair smooth and straight
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

3. thickened styling preparation that comes in a tube or bottle and creates strong hold
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

4. pin curls that produce waves that get smaller toward the end
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

5. type of hair gel that makes the hair pliable enough to keep it in place during the finger waving procedure
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

5 True/False questions

1. position of a curl or a roller that sits halfway on its base and halfway behind the base, giving medium volume and

movement → off base

Barrel curls

no stem curl

ridge curls

half stem curl

ribboning

blowdry styling

hair wrapping

skip waves

gel

circle

off base curls

curl

Barrel curls

blowdry styling

closed-center curls

volume base curls

concentrator

indentation

waving lotion

carved curls

True

False
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2. Also Known as sculptured curls; pin curls sliced from shaping and formed without lifting the hair from the head  → carved curls

3. Also known as teasing, ratting, matting, or French lacing; combing small sections of hair from the ends toward the scalp,

causing shorter hair to mat at the scalp and form a cushion or base → backcombing

4. also known as texturizers; styling products that are lighter and less viscous than firm hold gels, used for easy styling, defining,

and molding. → liquid gels

5. Pin curls with large center openings. fastened to the head in a standing position on a rectangular base  → Barrel curls

True

False

True

False

True

False

True

False


